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Wikification of the Brede Database

Abstract

Wikipedia is presently among the top-ten visited web-sites and there are

now over 10 million articles across the different language editions. Tem-

plates and categories in Wikipedia allow the editors to put structure on

the information in Wikipedia. This kind of content can be extracted from

Wikipedia and analyzed offline. Structured information may also be added

automatically to Wikipedia from other web-based databases. Further-

more, specialized wikis inspired by the idea of the semantic web forms the

so-called semantic wikis, where information is kept structured. I will show

examples of my analysis of scientific information on Wikipedia’s structured

content and show some of my initial efforts in adding wiki-functionality

to the Brede Database — or Brede functionality to Wikipedia.
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Wikis and Wikipedia

Figure 1: Growth in the number of articles on the English
Wikipedia. From the Wikipedia article Wikipedia:Modelling

Wikipedia’s growth.

The wiki-idea with Internet-

based shared and easy edit-

ing started by Ward Cunning-

ham in the middle of the

nineties (Leuf and Cunning-

ham, 2001).

Wikipedia started in 2001 and

experienced expontial growth

in the beginning.

According to Alexa Wikipedia

is presently on the top-ten

over most visited web-sites.
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Structured content in Wikipedia

The content in Wikipedia may contain structured information, e.g., sci-

entific citations:

{{cite journal|author=Filipek PA, Accardo PJ, Baranek GT ’’et al.’’
|title=The screening and diagnosis of autistic spectrum disorders
|journal=J Autism Dev Disord |date=1999 |volume=29 |issue=6
|pages=439--84
|doi=10.1023/A:1021943802493|pmid=10638459}}

Or Proteins:

{{protein
|Name=5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin) receptor 2A
|caption= |image= |width= |HGNCid=5293 |Symbol=HTR2A
|AltSymbols=HTR2 |EntrezGene=3356 |OMIM=182135 |RefSeq=NM_000621
|UniProt=P28223 |PDB= |ECnumber= |Chromosome=13 |Arm=q |Band=14
|LocusSupplementaryData=-q21}}
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Year of publication of cited journal article
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Analysis of scientific citations
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Scientific citations from Wikipedia

to journals

Comparison against Journal Cita-

tion Reports from Thomson Scien-

tific

The Nature and Science journals are

the most cited from Wikipedia.

The product between total citations

and impact factor showed good cor-

relation with the Wikipedia citation

count (Nielsen, 2007).
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Clustering of Wikipedia data
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Clustering of citations from

Wikipedia articles to scientific

journals from a October 2007

dump.

Data matrix (Wikipedia article ×

journal)

Non-negative matrix factoriza-

tion with increasing number of

clusters (components) (Nielsen

et al., 2005)

Clusters related to astrophysics,

medicine, intelligens, immuno-

logy, bacteria, . . .
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Growth in citations from Wikipedia . . .
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The use of the cite journal

template has increased since

2006.

Over the new year 2007/2008

a bot adds numerous pages

for proteins with a lot of

scientific citations expand-

ing the number of cita-

tions from 74,776 citations

in the October 2007 dump

to 228,593 in the March

2008 dump.
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Most cited journals in March 2008

Citations Journal name

16739 The Journal of Biological Chemistry
12779 PNAS
8772 Genome Research
7561 Nature
4007 Nature Genetics
3928 Genomics
3689 Science
3511 Gene
3380 Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications
3043 Molecular and Cellular Biology
2975 Cell
2261 The EMBO Journal

Table 1: Most cited journals from Wikipedia in the 12th March 2008 dump.
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Clusters in the new dump

Cluster Wikipedia hub articles Authoritative journals

‘Cancer’ RBL2 Oncogene
MYB Cancer Research
ERG (gene) Int. J. Cancer
EPS8 Gene & Development

‘Immunology’ DNA vaccination The Journal of Immunology
CCL21 The Journal of Experimental Medicine
HLA-DQ8 Tissue Antigens
HLA-DQA1 Eur. J. Immunol.

‘Blood’ Acute myeloid leukemia Blood
Serpin British Journal of Haematology
CEBPE The Journal of Clinical Investigation
CD34 The Journal of Experimental Medicine

‘Virology’ Papillomavirus The Journal of Virology
HHV Infected Cell . . . Virology
Poliovirus Journal of Molecular Biology
RELB AIDS Res. Hum. Retroviruses

Table 2: The top Wikipedia hubs articles and authoritative journals with respect to clusters from a
non-negative matrix factorization with twenty clusters.
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Other type of analysis. Preliminaries

Construct binary matrix X(articles× authors) with 1 indicated an edit.

Excluding usernames matching “bot” and documents beginning with

“Wikipedia”.

Exclude articles with less than three different authors.

Danish Wikipedia: X(12774× 3149) with density 0.0025

Some kind of normalization? The results may depend on the exact kind.

Again non-negative matrix factorization (Lee and Seung, 2001) — one of

the algorithms “off the shelf” in the Brede Toolbox (Nielsen and Hansen,

2000).
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Wikipedia clustering. Some cluster example

Danish Kings: Christian 3., Christoffer 1., Erik Klipping, Frederik 1.

Countries: Portugal, Slovenien, Polen, Tyskland, Belgien, Estland

2006: Skabelon:Aktuelle begivenheder 2006, FC København, Fodbold,

Tour de France, Lordi, VM i fodbold 2006, Muhammed-tegningerne,

Michael Rasmussen

Danish munipalities and counties: Roskilde Amt, Birkerød Kommune,

Frederikssund Kommune

Years: 2003, 2001, 2004, 2005

Discussion: Bruger diskussion:User#1, Bruger diskussion:User#2, Je-

sus fra Nazaret, Kristendom, Anders Fogh Rasmussen, Diskussion:Dansk

Folkeparti,Diskussion:Muhammed-tegningerne, Kreationisme
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Building of template instances

There exist tools that helps

with the construction of

Wikipedia templates.

For scientific journal arti-

cles in Wikipedia:

Zotero reference manager,

a plugin to the Firefox web-

browser

“Wikipedia template fill-

ing”, a web-service
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Construction with bots

Figure 2: Wikipedia article for gene where all information has
been entered via a bot.

Protein Box Bot builds

pages with proteins and

may update whole or part

of the page based on other

databases. It builds an “In-

fobox”, abstracts and cita-

tion information.

“Assisted editing”/validation

(Iorio and Zacchiroli, 2006)

“Can we link it”
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Large-scale databasing Wikipedia templates

DBpedia: Extract tem-

plates from Wikipedia and

put them in a database

(Auer and Lehmann, 2007;

Auer et al., 2008)

Basic datatype is a triple.

DPpedia is presented on

the web with search inter-

face: SPARQL, “Leipzig

query builder”
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Scientific and semantic wiki

Example question: “What

are the hundred world-

largest cities with a female

mayor?”

OmegaWiki, Semantic Me-

diawiki (Völkel et al., 2006),

WikiFactory, OntoWiki (Auer

et al., 2006), WikiProteins
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Neuroimaging data on Wikipedia?

Series of values may be re-

present in a table: Here in-

formation from neuroimag-

ing DASB studies.

While this representation

may give an overview that

can be updated incremen-

tally by different individu-

als, it may not be a good

representation to work with

wrt. machine reading.
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The Brede Database

Figure 3: Screenshot of a program to entry of data.

The Brede Database presently

contains information about

functional neuroimaging

Using XML files for storage

of data with entry function

implemented in Matlab and

some search facility imple-

mented in Perl.
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Brede Database in XML

<Bibs>

<Bib>

<wobib>1</wobib>

<type>bib</type>

<Author>
<surname>Law</surname>

<firstname>Ian</firstname>

<name>Ian Law</name>

...

<citation>Brain 1998 Nov;121 ( Pt 11):2189-200.</citation>

...
<title>Parieto-occipital cortex activation during self-generated

eye movements in the dark</title>

...

<Exp>

<capsuleDescription>Self-generated saccades</capsuleDescription>

<freeFormDescription>Voluntary self-generated large-amplitude
horizontal saccades with eyes open versus resting state with

eyes closed</freeFormDescription>

...

<Loc>

<functionalArea>Left frontal eye field</functionalArea>

<brodmann></brodmann>
<zScore>4.82</zScore>

...
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Extracting data from Wikipedia to matlab

With the Brede Toolbox extract cited journals from the Altanserin article:

s = brede_web_wikipedia(’Altanserin’);

S = brede_str_wptemplate2struct(s,’template’,’Cite journal’);

B = brede_bib_bib2bib(S);

brede_ui_bibs(B)

This will bring up an Matlab GUI with bibliographic information about all

the cited journals.

There are obstables for extraction of, e.g., nested templates (templates

within templates) and fields in templates with multiple entries (e.g., the

author field in the cite journal template)
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Representation of Talairach coordinates

Template arguments with integer parameters:

{{Talairach coordinates
| x_1=-38 | y_1=2 | z_1=37
| x_2= 48 | y_2=-40 | z_2 =9 | anatomy_2 =Right temporoparietal

junction
| x_3=51 | y_3=15 | z_3=34 | functional_area_3 =[[Supplementary motor area]] }}

Or with a template within a template:

{{Talairach coordinates
| Coordinates =

{{Talairach coordinate | x=-38 | y=2 | z=37}}
{{Talairach coordinate | x= 48 | y=-40 | z=9 | anatomy=Right

temporoparietal junction }}
{{Talairach coordinate | x=51 | y=15 | z=34
| functional_area=[[Supplementary motor area]] }} }}
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. . . Talairach coordinates

Figure 4: Formated Talairach coordinates in Wikipedia.

The Talairach coordinates

as they are rendered on

a Wikipedia “Sandbox”

page.

The table with Talairach

coordinates is constructed

from a nested template.
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Extensible database for Brede

Extensible database: Add

new fields (“columns”)

Basic datatype a Quintu-

ple: structure, field name,

value, rank, link.

Will this be useful for edit-

ing and display?
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Conclusion

Wiki and Wikipedia content may not only be source for “human” reading

and editing but also:

Automatic adding information

Extraction of information

A source for data that may be subjected to computer-based analysis
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copyright notices of the Document. E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices. F. Include, immediately after
the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum
below. G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document’s license notice. H. Include an unaltered
copy of this License. I. Preserve the section Entitled ”History”, Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the

Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled ”History” in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the
Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence. J. Preserve the network location, if any,
given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous versions it
was based on. These may be placed in the ”History” section. You may omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document
itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission. K. For any section Entitled ”Acknowledgements” or ”Dedications”, Preserve the Title of
the section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein. L. Preserve all the
Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles. M. Delete
any section Entitled ”Endorsements”. Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version. N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ”Endorsements”
or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section. O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers. If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that
qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do
this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version’s license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles. You may add a
section Entitled ”Endorsements”, provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties–for example, statements of peer review
or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard. You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text,
and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one
of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously
added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission
from the previous publisher that added the old one. The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for
publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that
you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in
its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers. The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant
Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section
unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same
adjustment to the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ”History” in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled ”History”; likewise combine any
sections Entitled ”Acknowledgements”, and any sections Entitled ”Dedications”. You must delete all sections Entitled ”Endorsements.”

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the
various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents
in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted
document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in
or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an ”aggregate” if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the
compilation’s users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the
aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document. If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then
if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document’s Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or
the electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.

8. TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with
translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the original
versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided
that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the
translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will prevail. If a section in the Document is Entitled ”Acknowledgements”,
”Dedications”, or ”History”, the requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual title.

9. TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided for under this License. Any other attempt to copy, modify, sublicense or
distribute the Document is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in
spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/. Each version of the License is given a
distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this License ”or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of
following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If
the Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. How to
use this License for your documents To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of the License in the document and put the following copyright
and license notices just after the title page: Copyright (c) YEAR YOUR NAME. Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms
of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts,
and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ”GNU Free Documentation License”. If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover
Texts and Back-Cover Texts, replace the ”with...Texts.” line with this: with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and
with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST. If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit
the situation. If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of free software
license, such as the GNU General Public License, to permit their use in free software.

Finn Årup Nielsen 27 April 1, 2008


